Monte Cucco Cave guidelines
The excursionists must read and follow the rules during all the time they will be outside
and inside the cave. By buying the ticket the excursionist agree that he\she read all the
rules written in here.
IMPORTANT: For any activities organized in the mountain there is a percentage of risk.
Our guides will do everything possible to make the excursion safe. By buying the ticket
the guests agree on follow the guide's instruction and also understand that going into the
cave can't be 100% risk free.
The guide will not respond for any people or things damages or loss that is not directly
connected with his job and that is not his\her direct responsibility.
Clothes and equipment
Temperature inside the cave is constant all year and its 6 c. degrees with nearly 100%
humidity.
To reach the entrance there is a path located 1200-1400 meters above the sea level.
Weather can change quickly and sometimes temperature in the mountain can be very
different from village’s temperature. The temperature range between outside and inside
the cave can be significant so its advised to wear different layers, trekking shoes or strong
tennis shoes, long pants, jumper, wind or rain coat, hat and gloves. Its advised not to
bring big backpacks or useless tools. There are no bars or water available on the track so
its allowed to bring food and drinks during the excursion.
By visiting the cave, every guest must agree on what is written here and in the technical
description of every different kind of excursion
1- Be punctual for the departure, follow the program as its written, follow the guide and
agree with changes he\she may make during the excursion.
2- Tell the guide any disease or physically disability before the departure
3- Wear proper clothes as written above
4- Follow the guide’s instructions, do not walk outside the group, do not disturb any other
member of the group and don’t use phones or cameras if this may bother the people
around you.
5- Stay away from dangerous paths and do not walk outside the group, especially on
steep slopes.
6- Always make sure the guide knows if you must slow down or get out from the group for
any reason.
7- Respect the nature by not touching animals or plants and flowers. Do not leave any
wastes or garbage on the path.
8- Do not touch or take any fossil or archeological object you may find on the track.
9- Follow the instruction of the guide and be helpful in case of emergency or bad weather.

10- Tell the guide any kind of problem that may occur during the excursion.

Rules to follow
The entrance is not allowed to kids under 8 years of age ( at the date of the visit)
People under 18 y.o. must be accompanied by a responsible adult.
Animals are not allowed.
Inside the cave is forbidden to smoke, touch any rock, take any rock or stone, write on the
walls and on other elements, throw things in the water and take photos and video if used
for commercial reasons. Inside the cave is strictly forbidden to walk outside the path and
leave any object behind.
In case of bad weather or for safety reasons the excursion can be postponed or modified
without any refund. Refund is given in case of full cancellation.
Every excursionist is responsible for himself and for any behavior that goes against the
guide’s instructions.
The guide is not responsible for any damages or loss of things.
The ticket includes the guide services and the basic insurance but it doesn’t cover personal
damages, injuries or loss of things during the excursion.
In case of clothes and shoes that are not enough safe or suitables for the excursion the
guide can deny the ticket and the access to the tour.
During the excursion the guide may take photos or video of the group to be used on the
“Grotta di Monte Cucco” website or social media. If any guest doesn’t want to appear on it
must tell it to the guide.
Rules agreement
By reading this the excursionist accepts every point with no exceptions.

